TV-1
Tuned Dipole Antenna
50 MHz – 220 MHz

Efficient performance covering the common broadcasting frequencies.

Frequency Range: 50 MHz - 220 MHz
Maximum Continuous Power: 60 Watts
Impedance: 50 Ω
Connector: N-Type, Female

Features
• Broad Frequency range of 50 MHz – 220 MHz
• Omni-directional, Receive and Transmit
• Individually Calibrated (1, 3 and 10 Meter calibration included, horizontal polarization)
• Rugged Construction with low balun loss, low VSWR
• FCC Balun Design
• Three Year Warranty

The A.H. Systems' TV-1 antenna provides an accurate standard for precise EMI and site attenuation measurements (per OET-55 and ANSI C63.5). This half wave dipole is an ideal solution for Radio/Television broadcast and land mobile radio engineers. The TV-1 is manufactured per the FCC balun design and individually calibrated.

Recommended Accessories
• ATU-510 (Antenna Tripod, Wooden)
• AEH-510 (Azimuth and Elevation Head)
• PAM-0202 (30 dB Preamplifier)
• SAC-213 (3 Meter N/N cable)